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FDA’s Interest in NLP of Clinical Texts
• Improve the efficiency and scientific validity of FDA analyses
– e.g. application to narratives of individual case safety reports for
pharmacovigilance (including IND safety reports, post‐marketing
safety reports, literature reports)

• Be prepared for regulatory submissions that might use NLP
– e.g. automated population of case report forms (CRFs) in clinical trials

• Understand how this technology can support the Evidence
Generation and the Learning Healthcare System visions
– e.g. Identification of key information from clinical narratives in EHRs
for case classification in the Sentinel System

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-110publ85/pdf/PLAW-110publ85.pdf
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Opportunity for NLP of Clinical Text in the
Lifecycle of FDA-regulated Products
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Selected Contexts in which Clinical Texts Arise
• IND safety reports
• NDA/BLA submissions
– Trials
• Patient identification/enrollment
• Data collection (e.g. auto populate CRF’s)

• Labels
– Is an adverse event “labeled”?

• Post‐market Individual Case Safety Reports of Adverse Events
– Key information often in clinical narratives

• Pharmacoepidemiological studies
– Sentinel System

• Social Media/Internet query logs

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-110publ85/pdf/PLAW-110publ85.pdf
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Some Application Areas for NLP of Clinical Texts
• Adverse Events (IND Safety Reports and Post‐market ICSR’s)
– Exposure, outcome, temporal association, alternative explanations (e.g.
other exposures, past medical history)

• Outcomes
– Code validation, complex data (e.g. laboratory, imaging, pathology,
electrophysiology)
– Case Definitions (aka computational phenotypes)

• Cohort Selection
– Clinical trials
– Epidemiological studies

• Confounder extraction (e.g. smoking history, BMI)
• Identifying drug use, abuse, misuse

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-110publ85/pdf/PLAW-110publ85.pdf
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FDA Adverse Event Reporting System
(FAERS)
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Introduction to Spontaneous Reporting Systems (SRS)
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Safety Use Cases & NLP
A. NARRATIVE of SAFETY REPORT
Patient received Smallpox vaccination on 4/21/2006 in left deltoid. 12 days after vaccination he developed increased left arm pain and
pleuritic substernal chest pain. 5/11/06 transferred to hospital with chest pain, right arm pain. Final dx of acute myopericarditis, serum
reaction, allergic reaction, anemia, abnormal reaction to vaccine. Medical records from previous hospitalization obtained on 5/14/06
showed PMHx of Stevens-Johnson syndrome; family hx reveals patient's father had myocardial infarction.

B. CLINICAL & TEMPORAL INFORMATION EXTRACTION with AUTOMATED CODING
CLINICAL INFORMATION (TYPE)
VACCINE
SECONDARY DIAGNOSES

SYMPTOMS
PRIMARY DIAGNOSES

MEDICAL HISTORY
FAMILY HISTORY

CLINICAL INFORMATION (TEXT)
Smallpox
increased left arm pain
pleuritic substernal chest pain
chest pain
right arm pain
acute myopericarditis
serum reaction
allergic reaction
anemia
abnormal reaction to vaccine
stevens johnson
myocardial infarction

DATE STAMP
4/21/2006
5/3/2006
5/3/2006
5/11/06
5/11/06
5/11/06
5/11/06
5/11/06
5/11/06
5/11/06
N/A
N/A

MedDRA PT

Pain in extremity
Chest pain
Chest pain
Pain in extremity
Myocarditis
Serum sickness-like reaction
Hypersensitivity
Anaemia
Immunisation reaction
Stevens-Johnson syndrome
Myocardial infarction

C. REPORT SUMMARIZATION
A 32.0 years old female with medical history of stevens johnson and family history of myocardial infarction was treated with smallpox
vaccination on 2006-04-21. The patient was diagnosed with increased left arm pain and pleuritic substernal chest pain on 2006-05-03;
and acute myopericarditis, serum reaction, allergic reaction, anemia, abnormal reaction on 2006-05-11.
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ETHER Supports Decision Making
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ETHER: Event-based Text-Mining of Health Electronic Records
FAERS: FDA Adverse Event Reporting System
VAERS: Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System
NLP: Natural Language Processing
Botsis et al, JBI 2016
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Patient‐Centered Outcomes Research Trust Fund
(PCORTF) Collaborative Project – CDC and FDA
• Two Year Project (2016‐2018)
• Project Goals:
– Develop a Natural Language Processing (NLP) Workbench that utilizes
Web Services for analyzing unstructured clinical information
– Pilots for use in cancer registries and safety surveillance domains
– Workbench will be used to develop NLP applications for other clinical
domains

• Project Activities:
Environmental
Scan

Stakeholder
Engagement,
Requirements
Gathering, and
Technical Design

Prototype
Development

Pilot NLP Workbench
Web Service

Release NLP
Workbench Web
Services

NLP and Machine Learning in FAERS
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Evaluation of Natural Language Processing (NLP) Systems to
Annotate Drug Product Labeling with MedDRA Terminology:
A Pilot Study
Problem: FDA receives nearly 2
million FAERS adverse event (AE) case
reports annually. FDA safety reviewers
manually review many cases to identify
serious, unlabeled AEs. Case triage
using MedDRA, the FAERS coding
dictionary, could increase AE case
review efficiency. However MedDRA is
not used to describe AEs in drug
product labels. Manual annotation of
AEs with MedDRA in all drug labels
would be resource‐intensive.

Solution: Develop NLP systems
ensemble to automate annotation of
drug labels with MedDRA. Identify
potential NLP systems for an ensemble
by evaluating operating characteristics
when used to extract AE terms from
drug product labels and annotate AE
terms with MedDRA.

Approach:

Objective

•Evaluate ability of 3 NLP systems (ETHER, I2E, Metamap) to extract
adverse event (AE) terms from drug product labels and annotate AE
terms to MedDRA PTs.

Materials

•“Gold Standard Labels” (GSL) dataset: Ten (10) drug product labels selected for diversity in text,
content, format, clinical use settings.
•Annotation guidelines written to document FDA safety reviewer interpretation of AE labeled vs.
unlabeled status.
•AEs considered labeled were manually extracted and annotated to MedDRA by safety reviewers.

Methods

•Compare 3 NLP systems’ outputs to GSL dataset.
•Performance was measured in terms of precision, recall and F measure
•Qualitative error analysis framework developed and applied to categorize the false positive and
false negative AE extractions and MedDRA annotations.

Future
Research

•Conduct evaluation with a larger, diverse set of GSLs.
•Identify and evaluate multiple other NLP systems.
•Select best performer NLP systems to develop ensemble system.
•Pilot integration of MedDRA‐annotated labeled AEs into FAERS for AE case report triage.
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2007 FDA Amendments Act (FDAAA)
• Post Marketing Requirements
• Safety Labeling Changes
• Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategies
(REMS)
• Required Safety Reviews (“915” and “921”)

• Active post‐market Risk
Identification and Analysis (ARIA)
system
– FDA Sentinel Initiative
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Defining ARIA
ARIA uses a subset of Sentinel System’s full
capabilities to fulfill the FDAAA mandate to
conduct active safety surveillance
Analytic
Tools*

Common
Data
Model†

ARIA

* Pre‐defined, parameterized, and re‐usable to enable faster safety
surveillance in Sentinel (in contrast to protocol based assessments with
customized programming)
† Electronic claims data, without manual medical record review
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What is Sufficiency?
• Adequate data
– Drug/biologic of interest and comparator
– Confounders and covariates
– Health outcome of interest

• Appropriate methods
• To answer the question of interest
– assess a known serious risk related to the use of the drug/biologic
– assess signals of serious risk related to the use of the drug/biologic
– identify an unexpected serious risk when available data indicate the
potential for a serious risk

• To lead to a satisfactory level of precision
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When are automated queries
insufficient?
• Inadequate data
– Health outcome of interest
• Claims alone not always adequate (e.g. anaphylaxis)

– Creating cohorts – variety of reasons (e.g. cancer and missing
data)
– Confounders and other data of interest – not always
available in common data model (e.g. BMI, smoking history,
race, provider specialty, zip code)
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Can NLP help?
Key Points
“Text in EMRs is accessible,
especially with open source
information extraction algorithms,
and significantly improves case
detection when combined with
codes. More harmonization of
reporting within EMR studies is
needed, particularly standardized
reporting of algorithm accuracy
metrics like positive predictive
value (precision) and sensitivity
(recall).”
Authors also noted small sample
that directly compared codes to
narratives and variability in
performance.
Ford E et al. J Am Med Inform Assoc 23 (5), 1007‐1015. 2016.
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Health Outcome of Interest: Anaphylaxis
KEY POINTS
• The previously
developed natural
language processing,
rule‐ and similarity‐based
classification approaches
demonstrated almost
equal performance (F‐
measure: 0.753 vs.
0.729, recall 100% vs
100%, precision 60.3% vs
57.4%).
• These algorithms might
improve recall but had
similar precision (PPV)
to claims only
algorithms from MS.
Ball et al, Evaluating automated approaches to anaphylaxis case classification using unstructured data from the FDA Sentinel
System, submitted
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Health Outcome of Interest: Anaphylaxis

Need
improved
NLP to
extract
these
features

KEY POINTS
• Reasons for
misclassification
included: the inability of
the algorithms to make
the same clinical
judgments as human
experts about the
timing, severity, or
presence of
alternative
explanations; the
identification of
terms consistent with
anaphylaxis but
present in conditions
other than
anaphylaxis.

Ball et al, Evaluating automated approaches to anaphylaxis case classification using unstructured data from the FDA Sentinel
System, submitted
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Summary
• Opportunity for NLP of clinical texts to help FDA
improve efficiency and scientific validity of
safety and effectiveness evaluation across the
product lifecycle
– Improvements in NLP and addition of machine
learning likely important next steps

• Can also contribute to development of
improved evidence Generation System and
Learning Healthcare System
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Thank you
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